2022 World Congress
Host City Selection Criteria

ITS Japan
Secretariat of ITS Asia-Pacific
Selection Criteria

Evaluation factors:

1-Plans

2-ITS Aspects

3-Venue Facility

4-Host City
1-Plans

- Basic Planning of the Congress
  - Congress Theme
  - Concept & Characteristics
  - Date
  - Venue

- Organization Structure
- Budget Plan
- Work Schedule
- Others
2-ITS Aspects

- ITS development/deployment plans in the host area

- Support structures
  - Support letters from related organizations (National, local government, private industries, academia and others)

- Merit or effect by hosting the Congress

- Showcase/Technical tour plans
3-Venue Facility

- Room/Capacity Requirements (Guidelines)
  - Opening Ceremony Hall: Approximately 2500-people seating capacity
  - PL: 250 people, 1 room, 1-3 sessions
  - ES: 200 people, 2 rooms, 12-16 sessions
  - SS: 150 people, 5 rooms, 50-70 sessions
  - TS: 100 people, 15 rooms, 120-140 sessions
  - IS: 1 room, 6 sessions (20 posters/session)
  - Speaker’s Ready Room, rooms for Press, ITS Organization (3 rooms), and others
  - Exhibition Area: more than 20,000 m2
  - Area for showcases
  - Venue for GALA dinner and VIP dinner
  - Closing Ceremony Hall

- Transport Accessibility
4-Host City

- Security, Public Safety
- Transportation Accessibility from World Wide
- Hospitality of city and Internationality of food and culture
- Attractiveness of the city